Sales Continue

End in Sight
’tomorrow u ill !IC the final
4ilition of the Spartan ihdly until nett %%eilliesday’s "grudttatem issue," si filch %%Tiles ’fink"
to the spring semester.
’fhe "graduation Issue" will luau es it’ll -large edition packed
plele
ulth features and a e
roster of graduating seniors and
masters’ degree recipients.
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Art Thefts Continue

Paintings Still Nlissing;
Students Offer Rewards
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SAN JOSE

CALIFORNIA WEDNESDAY

01 WIWI t11,11 C1/1111,1.11/1, %elected
recently, will meet tonight in S164
let 7 p.m. The 143 counselors will
13 I I Ni RAGSDALE
work in groups of two next fall
, lie file where records of stolen reward is being offered for the as guides for new students. They
work are kept is beginning to recovery of all the paintings. Miss will explain SJS life and conduct
..v fat.
Cadwallader said she is offer- campus tours.
i ;tst week 16 water color and ing a $20 reward for the return
Counselors for fall orientation
oil paintings were stolen from of the oil paintings.
are:
graduate students John Alan
"My previous offer still holds,"
John Aitken, Leeanne Allen,
Brooks and Joan Cadwallader. The Brooks declared. "The person who Martha Allshouse, Sherrill Arcewater color paintings repre- took the paintings can still re- mont, Sally Armond, Barbara
sented the bulk of Brooks’ mas- turn them without fear of my Bamford, Marlyn Remick, Judy
ter, thesis.
pressing charges."
Beckman, Robert Benitez, Ann
M enday, a pad of life drawing
Color slides were made of the Benstein, James Birdsong, Kath"lifted"
were
from
sketches
Sha- paintings which can be used for ryn Blodgett, David Bosworth, Garon Steele, sophomore art major. identification, he said. He also brielle Bouret, Steve Bradley, RobThey were stored across the hall added that there is some belief ert Brooks-Glick, Barbara A.
from where Brooks’ paintings were that the pairftings were stolen Brown, Donald Brown.
-picked up" last week, she said. for the mats on which they were
Kathleen Canzano, Joseph CerNliss Steele said the pad con- mounted.
letti, Carolyn Carson, Karen S.
tained some of her best drawings
Brooks estimates that the paint- Chikuma, Carol Christensen, Kafrom the last two, months of ings are worth $700, which, he ren Christensen, Bernard Christo,es, which were due to be said, puts the case in the grand pher, Patricia Clark, Gary Coniglio, Janet Constantino, Phillip
,led in the day they were theft category.
"It doesn’t look too good," Cook, Constance Crothers, Robert
Brooks said. "1 keep looking for Crowder, Susan Curia, Pamela
laooks, a part-time faculty them, hoping that they will show Davenport, Dyan DeBedetti, Judy
member, announced that a S100 up, hut now I just don’t know."
Dellanini, Judith Dirks, Linda
Dodds, Barbara Jo Duffey, Kenneth Dunton, Marie Durkee, Barbara Egan, Mary Emigh, Patricia
Enfield, Charles Engles, Constance
Evans.
Georgia Fabian, Donna Fammetre, Dianne Fisher, Patricia
Flink, Bob Foster, Nancy Free,
Robert Gangi, Ronald Gerevas,
Barney Goldstein, Penny Graham.
Barbara Haight, Allen Hamilton.
Joan Hammond, Wanda Hand,
Sandra Hansen, Linda Hardin, Sue
Harris, Daniel Bassett, Gretchen
Ilaug, Patricia Hayes, Karen
Haynes, Mary Heller, Gary Holbrook, Linda Howe,
Alice Brian, William Jacobson,
Mary Jessup, Mary Jones, Judy
Johnson, Roger Johnson, Gordon
Johnson, Joyce Rowson Joyce,
Villiasn Earn, Carol Kaufman, Nadine Kellog, Donald Kirkorian,
Jaqueline Klingberg, Karen KralMISSING PAINTING --St. Anthony’s Kitchen," title for one of
ovansky, Elsie Landis, Virginia La graduate art student John Alan Brooks’ paintings, was found
min, Robert Lauridsen, Hadley
,iss:ng last week along with 15 other water color paintings. A
Littlewood, Barbara Longinotti,
$100 reward is offered for the paintings, valued together at $700
Benny Lujan, Rosemary MacIsaac,
and comprising Brooks’ master’s thesis. The above shot was taken
Judith McHan, Jackie McKim,
before the paintings disappeared.
Bernie Mangseth, Margaret Millar,
Marie Misfeldt, Jacquelyn Mizelle,
Jill Morse, Judy Murray, Susan
Myers, Manly Nelson, Carol New,
Judith Niederhaus, Elsie Nissi.
John Olsen, Merle Osborne, Linda Paalini, John Park, Roger Parker, James Parent, Ronald Phil inia and Kam., , (quested
green, Maryleela Rao, Carolyn
itic sit gest number of public
Flamm, Roger Rearick, Nancy Reeschts.1 teachers during the 195Ssink, Lawrence Reed, Judith Rob59 year, reported SJS placement
Two books on Poland will be re- erts, Patricia ROM, Ruth Rucker,
office and the Kansas university
viewed at today’s book talk by William Rude, Marjorie Schmoldt,
afas.,ntinent bureau.
Dr. Anthony R. Lovaglia, associate Anita Segador, Cynthia Simecek,
he Daily Kansan reported that
professor of mathematics, to be June Sherry, Barbara Shrum, Caracancies were filled in Cali - presented at 12:30 p.m. in A207.
ol Smith, Clark Smith, Clark
r, it ti,.1 :.nd 2397 were filled in
Steinmetz, Joseph Steven, Eliza"The
book,
Illasko’s
Murek
Kansa.,.
beth Stone, Suzanne Sprich, BarSan Jose State accepted 1501 Eighth Day of the Week," and bara Symonds.
applications for placement, 1147 Flora Lewis’ "A Case History of
Earl Threlfall, Mary Trevino,
of uhreh were placed. Thirty-four Hope" are subjects of today’s re- Earle Truax, Scott Turner, Richview. Both books were published
Were placed out of state.
ard Waldo, James Watson, Donald
The Kansas paper said that 30 in 1958 and are available in the Warnock, Gregor Weavor, Carolyn
of the 50 states acquired teachers library.
Winnegor. Peter Wolfe, Gary
"The Eighth Day of the Week,"
from Kansas University.
Woods, Lolita Zook.
translated from Polish, deals with
the hopes of a family in Warsaw,
attempting to break free from
their life in a totalitarian st.it ,
the nightmare of their eve.
and
is- E . Kartchner, wife
of the Physical Science depart- day life.
"A Case History of Elope" co
rnent head, will be installed as
1:1,
President of the San Jose State era the period from 1953 to
fr,,
Otilege Patrons this afternoon at when Poland slowly moved
under the iron glove of Russia.
1 in Spartan cafeteria,
Students from the Speech 30
One reviewer wrote that the
Former Dean of Women Helen
oral interpretation classes of NocorrespondAmerican
an
author,
rammick will be the installing
ent has traced the series of events men La Barge Mitchell, assistant
officer.
professor of speech, will be feaThe patrons functions are much that followed Stalin’s death and
the ,ame as those of the second- shows how the worst Russian pres- tured in the Speech and Drama
the department’s final "studio hour"
ttrS school PTA. The group is corn- auras have been taken off
economy and the worst presentation tomorrow at 3:30
r.iose d of persons
so having an interest country’s
communistic pressures off the p.m. in the studio theater, SD103.
tHle,m
Stephen Vincent Benet’s 1941
people.
propaganda poem, "Listen to the
People." will be read.
Taking lead roles in the reading
:ire Lawrence Peck and James
i’mv^lopes are provided in the
Robin Kerr, as the narrator and
Wiliy of the registration office for
Exemption swim tests required the "totalitarian," respectively.
students who wish to have their
Also in lead roles are Judson
spring semester grades mailed to of all women students will be
them.
given tomorrow between 4:30 and Clark, Robert Friedman, Linda
Students who desire so are re- 5:30 p.m. in the women’s pool, Dodds, Das rlene McNair, Brian
air,led to self-address an envel- according to Dr. Helen Clark, Wolfram, Mollie McGuire, Charles
nee. stamp it, and place it in the assistant professor of physical ed- Harrison and William Guzules.
A second 15-minute portion will
Isis provided.
ucation.
Tests will he given again Tues- feature readings by Betty Ratliff,
tirades will he mailed Friday.
of
..tutte 17, at 5 p.m. Students wish- day and June 1. Sults and towels Jeff Bedell and Mace Perona
ing to pick up their grades in per - will he furnished, but students legends of the Mother Lode
country,
must bring caps.
do so Monday, June 20.

umitls

Kansas Hires Dr. Lovaglia
Most Teachers Will Review
Polish B ooks

Pufrons Install

Oral Interpretation
Classes To Present
Final Studio Hour
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143 To Guide
New Students

Wahlquist Creates
4 More Deanships

NORMAN 0. GUNDERSON

Four SJS division heads will now title of dean are Dr. C Grew
carry the title of dean, Pres. John .Burton, executive dean; Dr. John
T. Wahlquist announced yesterday W. Gilbaugh, dean of the college;
; Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead, dean of
They are:
5.
Dr. James W. Brown of the the divishn of Humanities and the
Graduate division. Dean Brown is Arts; Dr. Robert J. Moore. dean:
a graduate of Central Washington Division of Sciences and Occupacollege with M.A. and Ph.D. de- tions: Joe H. West, dean of educagrees from the University of Chi- tional services and the summer
cago. He -joined the SJS staff in sessions; and Dr. Stanley C. Benz,
dean of students.
1953.
The three associate deans of stuNorman 0. Gunderson, of the
DR. MILBURN D. WRIGHT
Engineering division. Dean Gun- dents are Miss Janet Douglas, acderson holds B.S. and M.S. degrees tivities; Dr. Ralph R. Cummings,
from the University of Wyoming admissions and records; and Roband a C.E. from Stanford univer-iert S. Martin, counseling and
sity. He has been on the SJS fac- I guidance.
ulty since 1948.
Dr. William G. Sweeney of tl
Education division. Dean Sweet.
Is a 1930 graduate of San J.
State College. lie has M.A.
Ed.D. degrees from Stanford
versity, and began teaching at S.:
in 1934.
Dr. Milburn D. Wright of tt
Business division. Dean Wright
a 1931 graduate of Fresno St
college with M.S. and Ed.D.
grees from the University of Ca..
alent Co uncil meets
fornia. Ile joined the SJS faculty today for the first time as a legal
in 1939.
law making body.
Others who already have the
Presiding as chairman of the
14 -man group is ASP Vice President Skip Fisk who is one of the
DR. WILLIAM G. SWEENEY
three carry -met s BUM last year’s
council.
Topping the agenda will he the
appointment of Spartan Daily editor and husiness manage’ and
Lyke editor and business manager.
Co-Ree and social affairs chairFerenc Molnar’s romantic trag- men will also be named.
Among the business left by the
edy-fantasy. "Liliom," opens again
tonight at 8:15 in the College The- 1959-60 council is the question of
Other acts included in the proater and will run through Satur- closing down the MacFadden
gram are the Chi Omega "Dull
health cottage. Dean of Students
day evening,
Skulls," with a medley of songs;
According to Director Dr. Paul Stanley C. Benz and Dr. Thomas
selections from "Porgy and Bess."
: Davee, the show has "warmth, Gray, MD.. appeared hefore the
sung by Jo Bolander and Mike
council last Wednesday to present
humor, sentiment and comedy."
Patterakis; and "Don and Dick,"
Liliom is a shiftless young ne’er- the problems of running the ina folk singing duo. Ron Gerevas
and Bob Gawrett will contribute do-well and bully of Budapest. He ritTnany.
Dean Benz stated that in addi"Shirley and Lee," a pantomime. works intermittently as a barker
for a merry-go-round and many tion to being "inadequate." the
1FC awards for sports and scholservant girls fall victim to his health cottage also constitutes a
arships and the Help Week tro"legal risk."
charms.
phy, given annually hy TEC, also
Among these girls is Julie. whom
The cottage is owned by the
p
be
will
I he eventually marries. Learning ASH and costs about $20.000 a
’ that he is about to become a year to operate.
father. Liliom participates in a
The council could give only tern highway robbery in order to en- porary approval of Dean Benz’
’ hence his fortunes.
: and Dr. Gray’s suggested plan. The
Today is the last day to return
KILLS SELF
health cottage is in the ASIl by ballots for selecting 10 faculty
Ile is caught in the act and laws and any change of by-law’s
council members. They should be
stabs himself rather than submit must be presented one meeting
given to Dr. John A. Neptune, asIi) arrest. He is then tried in the
prior to action.
sociate professor of chemistry, in
, magistrates’ "court on high" hut
Dr. Gras will he present today.
S121.
they see through him. They know
Action on several club constihow he came to beat that girl lutims is lso slated,
I whom he married down below: .
I how he came to plan the robbet:,
how he came to kill himself.
They know that repentance
in his heart, although he is t....
cocky to admit it to himself and
,
un the Spartan
make a plea. He is sentenced to cafeteria the lioittess
division will
a term in the purifying fires, with hold its second urinal
Business
the promise that after 16 years. Faculty -Student Assards
banquet,
when his soul has been burned at which awatds will he
presented
clean, he may return to earth for to outstanding students
graduating
one day to do a good deed and in 1960 in each if
the seven de.
clear his conscience.
IPartments.
William Barkow is Lilions, MarThe main speaker will be Banda 5Iolek, Julie, and Jennifer som Cook, president of Wells FarHole as Julie’s girl friend. with iso Bank -American Trust en, His
(Continued on Page 4)
topic will be "Business in the
wield We Use In

New Council
Meets Today;
Fisk Presides

Lost ’Kitchen’

aMINP

L.a’Iforre, littin siJis searbook.
remain.. on sale today. hut "copies are getting low." aecorditig
to the Student Affairs business
office.
Sourer,. in the office sas t1w
3,rarloofp14. sale.. att.
certain to be a sell-out."
The 19011) ersion becuine as
yesterday and wall remain
on sate there until supplies ran
oat .

lihom Opens
Sing fest Tomorrow Night Again T onight
For Last Run
DR. JAMES W. BROWN

Will Feature Variety Sh Ow

The 1960 Spring Singaccbmpanied by a variety showgoes on
stage tomorrow night in Morris
Dailey auditorium at 7:30.
Previously an all-musical program, the show will feature the
outstanding acts presented at the
All -Greek variety show held at
Agnews State hospital May 14,
according to Bill Moore. Moore
and Bud Watson are co-chairmen
for the event.
Tons McClelland is master of
ceremonies for the seven-act program.
Fraternities entered in the songfest competition are Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, Delta Sigma Phi and Alpha Tau Omega.
Their respective directors are
Roger Plumley, Mike Deaver and
Jerry Snyder.

Ballot Deadline

Military Honors

Business Division
To Give Awards

Dolls, Lovelies Sell
Old Lykes Today

=all
tr.

Lyke Dolls and Lovelies turn
saleswomen today as they sell old
and new issues of the student publication in front of the cafeteria.
Sale hours are 7:30 a.m.-2:30

Spring Grades ’Coed Swim Tests
At Pool Tomorrow

PASS IN REVIEWMembers of the Army ROTC unit at San
Jose State present eyes -right salute as they honor Lt. Col, E. S.
Robbins, head of military science and tactics, during the last president’s review of the semester. The review was held yesterday on
the campus athletic field, Seventh and San Carlos stn. Lt. Col.
Robbins is leaving for Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas.

Price of the magazines Is 10
cents apiece, three for 23 cents
or seven for 50 cents. More recent
issues will be sold at the regular
price, according to Glen Roberts,
sale chairman.
Slated to participate in the sale
are Lyke Dolls Karen Harvey,
Marylela Rao, Janet Stagg% and
Bonnie McAulay. Lyke Lovelies
selling are Judy Hall, Judy Sayer
Carol Ruggles, Lea llordegar
Patty Pally, Fran Potosky, Janet
Reams and Janet Witty.

Et tu. Brute! Yes, et +u will
want to own one of the
new Haspel wash and wear
Ivy style suits. They travel
with style and ease and
they stay home and go to
work with equal aplomb!
Slip on down to the R/A
and try one en. Lots
of colors and all with
authentic Ivy styling.
Hang on now, the cost ...
a mere 42.50.

1
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A ’letter’ from Dave
1 HAVE a lriend how Junior college named
Dave, who now attends Oregon State College, and
every year or so writes me a letter. He is a pharmacy student, five feet seven and plays the guitar; that is background enough.

The federal gm v(11111,111 is dl lose mix of its most s :doable
at. a politician or a social
ettipluees Jiils 1. lb 1- not .1 ilipl
much Inure concrete. His name is
leader. lie deals in thu
l/r. Eduard Teller.
Dr. Teller. ii ho. as director of the Laurence Radial
I anti
1aborator at Lis ermore, has some of the most rat
perceptise thinking to contribute to tile is or1 I toula. is disturbed because he disagree. ii ith a number of gas er iiiii ent

THE FOSTER CLARION
WEATHER REPORT
from the north.
Pretty ertaddy. Mueh rain, wind
Mrs.Arthur tiostocetin, of
tb to 15 m.p.h.) and cold.
2112 N. 12th at.. Curvallk, n hose
Stinday, May 15rd
husband Is a painter of house numbers on curbs and mother of
ENTERTAINER TO APPEAR
tom ehikiren, said sale was sleepON CAMPUS THIS MONDAY
ing at the time did not see anyDavid Foster, well known
thing.
singer, will appear on campus
The police were swamped with
tomorrow at 8:00 o’clock on his
calls from the usual dumb citiway to his first class.
zens who always panic when
In addition to his early mornsomething unusual happens.
ing scrims. Fostet hiss d.ine considerable singing this term. He
RETIREMENT ANNOUNCED
has appeared at Friday Variety
Dave Foster announced last
and the Rock -Sophomore Picnic,
night that he is going into semias well as other places not worth
retirement as far as dates are
mentioning.
concerned. Of course, he has
been in semi-retirment in this
FOSTER OETS DATE respect since the term started.
Dave Foster, well known
(It is reported that Foster is
chicken when it comes to askgoing to see his dentist tomoring girls, exhibited much guts
row.)
last week when he asked out a
-big wheel sorority girl whom he
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
had met only once. However, he
Papers on the Lawn
was refused, but did succeed in
I think the present facilities
obtaining a coffee date.
for disposal of lunch bags and
Foster stated that he does
other rubble are appalling. The
Cot intend to ask her out any
iiiii
other day I saw a student throwmainly hevause OW’S all
ing a cigarette butt in the cambooked up for the rest of the
pus reflecting pool. I didn’t mind
term.
the appearance of the pool, but
Foster has had one date earI was unable to relight the walier this term, and he just comter-soaked butt. I suggest wax pleted his third date last night
covered stogies for better waterat his fraternity formal. It is
resistance.
Ilimored that he may make it
Gastric Lavage
four when he takes out a doll
Exchange Student, France
from Monmouth, which is 20
miles from OSC. She is only 17
but Foster has convinced himPERSONALS
Come back, Maggie. All is forself that she is rather mature.
given.
It probably will feature the brother-sister type date anyway.
John.

Dr. Teller’s AEC colint.ction has restrieteil his opposition
hat, and lie feel- lie is ill be freer to fight for his j
t of
skis outside goserinnent em pins
1/r. Teller is s uIuuths against di,irmaniiiiit a stand that
is plea-itig. and almost rare to see iiimailas- and feel, certain
that iiar is ill be ilsoilled if %se van -1.15 prepared for war. He is
banking ru the purchase of time. l.us Is ula. and the consequent as oidance of is Jr.
1/r. Teller 11.1s is rulturu that war will not occur as long as
s and %silk small weapons
"sae are prepared is 1111 big sseaj
in a flexible is as .
Ile adsocates the continuance of nuclear testing, and suis
that "stories about uuridu bit. fallout are r. a- and unjustified
Ile C011eelle-. of course. that radiation in a conexaggerat’
centrated form is harmful. but lie disagree- -trongll %% WI those
ulio see in bonilete-ting "great and lasting danger to the human
race- from gi ottii 111111 it’
hanges.
I/r. Teller. again !lidding a reassuring and -elil
.soiceul
opinion. greatls distrust- internat
isill( the
al agreeneiit
Sosiet 1 nion. Ile belies., that sits agreement %ski’ the
would be is orthless.
Dr. Teller’s gra-p of the international situation- not just
as a seientist. but as a Arong human being is the kind of tempus eminent needs.
1051.
pering the (
unfortunate.
The consolation i- that he might hase a stronger %flier 011*
KOIlle%,

TENNIS ANYONE?
re
tennis.

Raclets 7.95 and up
Pe5tr;n9inci 4.50 and up
--

Gordon’s Sport Shop
121 E. SAN FEPNANDO

Looking for good Pizza?
. then here’s a clue"San Remo’s
is the place."

-

atrro-,phere ;s idea,
a college imagination.
cizza is ideal for
ocset;tes, and the

The

r,eer and enin,y
yourself, or try our FREE
oe,livery service. Call
CV 4-4009.

Closed Monday & Tuesday

SAN REMO:NOSE

’Committee Adopted
Lynch Law Principle’

BOY REPORTER

U.S. Government Will Lose
One of Its Best Men July 1

;

Thrust and Parry

Gerald Nachman,,

TREMENDOUS DISPLAY or
VE EXHIBITED AT
LIBRARY TONIGHT
Dave Foster. well knees ii
and general screw -up, was
turned down tonight as he
.:ttempted to arrange a coffee
te with a popular sorority girl
did recent contestant in one of
’tie campus beauty-popularity
..,,ntests.
Foster had met the girl and
occasionally said "hello’ on campus, but the possibility of getting a date was not even considered Foster rambled, "I decided
It would be casual to just ask
some big wheel out for coffee.
While in the library.
After dismissing the tt glut
I suddenly figured that were
all h
ans: you only live once:
so %%hat if she does refuse me?
She is
think any. less of Me.
Si,, I strolltal over, started the
usual conversation about "what
are you studying?"
And then I smoothly asked
her for coffee. "Damn, 10 minrites to get up my nen-e and she
Is to be back at her house in 30
routes," Foster said.
Foster is showing an increase
guts in asking out girls, and a
.:irked decrease in dates.

218 WILLOW STREET

i.oN STATE P11.%It3IACY
I, 1- NT I .1- T
HAFTED
\ILIA \ I ’-I

I:\
I

F:

s? I ’ t’,

lit Mae),

Si li

at Oregon State College
and long-time boy friend of
Miss Jean Wilson, airlines stewardess from Alameda. was royally shafted last spring vacation
when he went down to Los Angeles to try and get their relationship straightened out.

i.D1T011: The editor of the
’,Tartan Daily has raade his position clear: he is opposed to
mob rule. Passing over the highly debatable questions of whether the students at the hearing
of the tin -American affairs committee behaved like "animals."
most of us can honestly join him
in deploring mob action wherever it occurs.
I now suggest that the editor
turn his attention to the committee itself. It has its own points
of resemblance to a mob. It begins by ignoring its legal function the pursuit of purposeful
inquiries leading to legislative
recommendat ions - - and constitutes itself a punitive agent operating through harrassment
and extra -legal economic reprisal against men whose views it
dislikes.
It has ’adopted the lynch law
principle of punishment without
trial by arranging to have its victims dismissed from their jobs
weeks before they are summoned
to appear and by resorting to
such cruel publicity devices as
serving subpoenas to teacher’s in

College Theatre
General Admission $1.00

Box Office Open Daily 1-5 P. M.

On Campus mL

.114thor of"! 1{ivosii T«n-nae Dwarf"’ "7/, tfof
Loves of Dobie Gillis", dr.)

gaktna4

"IL
TOMORROW AT 9:30 A.M.!

MEN’S FAMOUS MAKER

SAMPLE
SALE

SJSC Students 50c

All Seats Reserved

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

d011QUETS
CORSAGt:
10th & Santa Clara
CY2-0462

Interviewing men for part-time
and summer work. Excellent ply,
Need car. Apply window
E,
Calif. Dept. of Employment,
1353 The Alameda, 7 p.m.
Thursday nights.

May 25 through 28 at 8:15 p.m.

Editor, Alirhael R. Johnson
Advertising Mgr., Dale Pratt
News Editor. Robert Taylor
MAe-tip Editor Maryleela Rao
-

Open at 4 p.m.

Alcoa Subsidiary

LILIOM

Entered Si seco-cl cess me.osir Pgril 24
1934. at San Jose, California under the
act of March 2, 1879. Member Califon
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Publish.
ad daily by Associated Students of San
Jose Stets College. erceptneiaturday an,
Sunday. during college year.
Cy 4.6414-Editorial Est. 2110 2113

Pizza with a "Personality"

can, howeser, be abolished
or
disbanded until such time as its
functions can be put int()
re.
sixinsible hands. All those inter,
ested in the maintenance of law
against kangaroo courts arid
drum -head justice should
the congress that this be urge
done.
ROBERT C. GORDON
Assistant Professor of
English

Final Productions of McIrrar’s

Spa tan

EDITOR: David B. Foster

HOUSE OF PIZZA
ms Almada. Are.
CY 7-9908
Near the Civic Aud.:

the presence of their students.
It purposely blurs the meanings of such words as Communism, Red, traitor, and so on, in
order to transfer the odium attached to members of the Communist party to people inno&nt
of treachery, and it distorts the
meaning of the word Americanism by equating it’ with the racial views of Southern Neanderthals. (Witness the members of
the committee who adhere to
racist ideologies, and the committee’s attacks on the NAACP). . . .
The students who were arrested at the City Hall will be tried
and, if guilty, punished by due
process. The committee, guilty
of offenses far more cruel and
destructive, cannot be tried. It

TILL WE MEET AGAIN
Today I conclude my sixth year of writing columns for the
makers of Marlboro and Philip Morris cigarettes. It has been
my custom during these six years to make no attempt to be
funny in this final column. (I have achieved this objective
many times during the year also, but never on purpose.) The
reasons for the lack of levity in this final column are two: first,
you are preparing for final exams and, short of holding you
down and tickling you, there is no way in the world to make you
laugh at this time: and, second, for many of us this is ii leavetaking, and leave-takings, I think, ought not be flippant.
If I have brought you a moment or two of dicer during the
past year, I are re.varded. If I have perstuidta you to try
Marlboro or Philip Morris cigarettes, you are rewarded.
Let me pause here to express my heartfelt gratitude to the
makers of Marlboro and Philip Morris. They have glees me
complete freedom in the writing of these columns. There has
not been the slightest hint of censorship. They hale never
changed so nnich as one conima in my copy. I wish to take this
occlusion to state publicly that I am forever grateful to these
enlightened tobacconist- and I hereby serve notice that if they
find it in their corporate heart to engage me for another year
of eolumning. I shall require n substantial increase in salary.
The money is nut what matters -not as money, that is, but
only as a token. I want to be assured that they love nie as
much as I love MarlIsini and Philip Morris. And alias indeed,
is not to love? Ialarlboro is a cigarette which prove- lo(sond
cavil that flavor did not go out when filters came in. Philip
Morris is it cigarette that is pure mildness from lip-end to tip.
end. Both of these estimable smokes conic in soft-priek or
flip-top box. Neither is ever sold it/ bulk.

SALESMAN’S SAMPLES
OF FINE SPORTSWEAR
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METEORITE SPOTTED
OVER CITY
Core allis citizens were arm’scid early this morning by a large,
orange -colored. flaming object
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WHEN IT COMES TO

STERLING
YOU’LL DO BEST Al
INS
tk.N1

91

O. FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE

Jam Session
Sun. and Mon. mites
Folk Music ...Tues. Wed. &
Thurs, nites with
Bill Munday & Jack Trailer

E.

SAN

2.77 to 8.77

Summer weight jackets
4.77 to 10.77
Smarts taeoreci o4 iightwe,gr,t.tao-.cs.
thing for cool evening’.

Sports coats
10.77 to 23.77
A good choice of smart c,
newest fabrics and styles. In . in 42. rr-

h

7he net.) IltaAqueti
484

Gauchos, sweaters .
1.77 to 7.27
Cottons, synthetic fiber: and we:.,
different patterns, colors. Med. size.

Suits, limited quantity
17.77 to 23.77
In Cottons or blonds, ,,tylrd
.urnmor
Just a few, so come early. Sqe 4 -

W3’ ASS ’Cs7a.
\\

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

k

Fri.
S51.
fifes, with
floor show

CHOOSE THE FINEST

Vet

Sport Shirts, one of a kind
2.77 to 6.27
Short sleeve styles in a variety
terns, Most are wash ’n wear. Mect

Swim trunks, Bermudas
I’
you!! need ’eve’s’ sire ,

presents . . .

JAZZ

Only flic finest fabrics and highest caliber we
manship go into the clothes that bear this famoulabel. Don’t miss this unique sale!

CARLOS
iiih Sono,
kt
...WeaCireiGOZCOGI:4

11.77 to 19.77
Rainwear
You don’t need it now, but
day! Cotton or synthetic blends: 40 regula
Nile’s Mom’s If.,., street floor

\

L

’.vif

f 17 ’

C,L*2

The summer lies ahead. For underclassmen summer sill he
hiatus, a brriltiii.r in %hid, to restore yourselves hd nest
year’s resumption of busy college life. For seniors there sill
be no more ci llege. l’ou must not, however, despair and abandon
yourself t( I idleness. There are other things to do in the world
besides going to selmol- IMAM Weaving, for example, or kakiing boats in bottles, or picking up tinfoil, or reading "War and
Pence." Many graduates fall into the erroneous belief that their
lives are over when they leave college. This is not so. It is
possilile to make some sort of life for yourself with ii bit or
ingenuity ...or, if that fails, dye your hair, change slatt awe*
and enroll at sonic other college.
Whatever the future holds for you, be assured that the makers
of Marlboro and Philip Morris join me in wishing you the hest
everything. We have taken great plensitre-the makers and
I -in bringing you this rolimin each week throughout the ech""I
year. We hope a little pleasure lins :termed to you ton.
Stay
May good fortune attend your tentures. Stay happy.
healthy. Stay loose.
MO M. Minima*
* * *
We, the makers of Marlboro and Philip Morris, ran einilf
echo kindly old ,Max’s parting words. Stay baPPU 5160
healthy. Stay loose.

Wednesday. May 25, 1960
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Reed Nabs
Net Crown

s,II ’II I

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
Till 9 p.m.

c."’

..e-ABOSCe

Sets for Smash
niC k :06

kh aC

Modesto Spikefest

I Golfers May
Enter NCAAs

Cal Relays Saturday

By NICK PETERS

Davis Cupper Whitney Reed,
SJS netter, won the men’s singles
me in the All -corners tennis tourney held at the Sari Jose swim
and racquet club over the week UM.
, The Spartan ace prevailed in a
Field which included two other
Davis Cup stars - Don Kies-how
and Tom Brown- -by whipping Bill
Demas in the finale, 1-6, 6-4. 6-3,
In an impressive comeback per,
. .
tormance.
tie also teamed with Bill Crosby
to win the doubles crown over Cliff
Nlayne and Hugh Ditzler, 7-9, 6-4,
Spartan net coach Butch Krikorian. a former tennis whiz, and

3

Joe’s;
WHITNEY REED
the locals’ No. 2 player, Bob Hill, I
also competed in the tourney.
Krikorian dropped his semi-final
match to DemiLs, 6-3, 7-9, 6-4.
Reed will again see action this
weekend in the Central California
tennis tourney at Sacramento.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.

Lowest Gas Prices

Wholesale Distributors

Cigarettes 22X
All Major Oils-38c

ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI -F1 EQUIPMENT

In Snn Jose
ETHYL -100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE

CY 8-1212

20% STATIONS

1425 W. San Carlos

4th & William-6th & Keyes
t0TH AND TAYLOR

’

Pending the allocation of necessary funds. San Jose State may be
represented in the NCAA gulf
championships at Colorado Springs,
Colo., on June 20.
According to, golf coach Walt
McPherson, -Several of the men
on this year’s team have earned
the right to compete in the NCAAs."
Last year Spartan Jack Luceti,
who averaged 72.9 during the ’59
season, finished second in the NCAA tournament at Eugene. Ore.
Top Spartan golfers this campaign have been Harvey Kohs
172.75 avg.),
Ron Ginn t72.87
avg.) and Jim Sullivan 173.15
avg.).
Last year McPherson h ad
enough surplus in his golf budget
to send a six -man team to Eugene,
but this year an additional appropriation of ASH funds is required
if some of the Spartan golfers are
"HOWEVER," he continued, "many of them displayed minor to enter the Colorado NCAA tourquirks which will be tactfully adjusted to increase their effectiveness." ney.
Five Spartans entered last week’s trials with only freshman senHom Harry Campbell surviving the gruelling three-day test to win a
I:.,nne berth.
We know Menendez must be pleased to have one of his own
competitors under his tutelage at Fort Dix, as it is the ambition of
any coach to have his own product attain great heights--and many
observers feel that Campbell can win the 132-pound crown in Rome.
GROUP
We remarked to Julie that Harry already appears fairly well
polished and probably doesn’t need too much additional work.
IN
Ile quickly quiPped, "You know, we’ve already done a lot of work
1 -hr. lessons
with Harry; when he came to us this season he had the reputation of a
57.50 per person
puncher now he’s highly regarded as a boxer."
Min. 6 parsons per group
IT Is ()Milli’s:, though, that they all won’t be as easy to work
with as the Detroit flash.
HOURS
For one, 119-pounder Jerry Armstrong, a tough competitor from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
Idaho State, will have to learn some defense from Menendez.
9 to 6 Sat., Sun.
Scrappy Armstrong, another Michigan mitt -man, won three bouts
to win the 119-pound title, but in each case was hit soundly by his
Just East of N. First St. and
opponent and was embroiled in a pair of loudly -booed decisions.
Bayshore at 230 E. Brokaw Rd.
Nick Spanakos, who nipped the Spartans’ Davey Nelson for the
CYpress 5-9542
125 -pound laurels, is another potential problem.
The cock., firech front Burns ,Ore., entered the ring like a tug crate returning to Caesar Mille Wearing the robe of a plush
Las Vegas lattel. Showboat to the eon-.
In his first scrap, against Joe Bennett, a lanky lad some six inches
taller, Spanakos proceeded to make a fool of himself and his opponent
in pounding out a unanimous victory.
Twice he sent Bennett floundering through the ropes and would
playfully kick his helpless opponent in the seat of the pants before he
hod a chance to untangle himself.

IN PRLPARATION for this
Olympic boxing championships in Rome, Spartan ring coach Julie Menendez will assemble
some 20 outstanding amateur glovers at Fort Dix, N.J., on July 15.
Menendez, who was appointed United States Olympic boxing coach
last fall, will train the top American glovers, including the 10 winners of the Olympic trials in San Francisco last week, for about one
month prior to departing for Italy in Aug. 14.
America’s boxing competitors in the It
(hood( will, in most
caiws, be the 10 victors of the Cow Palace bouts Friday night.
The other glovers will serve as sparring partners for the Romebound squad and would fill-In as substitutes should any of the original
10 be injured.
ATTEMPTING TO TRAIN a group of young boxers, many of
high school age and complete strangers to Julie, will .be no easy task.
We observed that many of the competitors at last week’s trials
displayed unorthodox styles and possessed noticeable traits which
would distract from their worth in Rome.
It will be lip to Julie and his associates to iron out these flaws
and ;administer the 111’14,1,010 pOilSil to make the American entries
a possible threat for Olympic boxing honors.
On the other hand, the Spartan coach will make no drastic changes in style. He says, "For the most part the boys I’ll work with have
achieved success with their own style, so I won’t make too many alterat ions."

Saturday’s Caldurnaii Relays at
Modesto promise to be one of the
top spikefests of the year, as the
Spartan spikers, last year’s chum-’
pions, seek to repeat their ’59 victory,
Coach Bud Winter will send essentially the same squad to Modesto that traseled to Los Angeles
last weekend, with several important additions.
Discuss men, Tom Daniels and
John Ross, will hurl the platter
against top competition and pole
vaulter Dick Kimmel may be an -

other addition to the SJS team.
Bobby Poynier will sharpen his
spikes for the 100 against Oxy
ace, Doug Smith, and Ray Norton,
who was sidelined with illness last
weekend.
The sprint relay team of Poynter, Bob Brooks. Jim Flemons and
Willie Williams will be after wins,
as will Mac Burton in the broad
jump and Erroll Williams in the
high jump.

A &M Auto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatie
Powerglide
student rotes 456 E
Salvador CV 5-4247

Boxing Banquet
San Jose State’s NCAA champion boxing team will be honored
tonight at 7 at a banquet in the
American Legion Memory hall, 325
N. lird st.
The banquet is open to anyone
interested. Tickets may be purchased at the door for $2.50 per
persrat

MAYFAIR
"DIARY OF
ANNE FRANK"
Ed VVynn

Student Discount Tickets
NOW ON SALE
$I Entitles You To One
Free Adrniss.on - Reduced Prices
for one year
FOX THEATER

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS

plus
poit;er

"THE DEFIANT
ONES"
GAY THEATER
’STORY ON PAGE ONE’

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"NEVER SO FEW"

’SEVEN THIEVES’

’THE ANGRY RED PLANET’

SPARTAN

TOWNE THEATER

DRIVE-IN

"400 BLOWS"
"SOLOMON AND SHEBA"

"The Man Upstairs"
"BAMBUTI"

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
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BOOKS
ROBERTS BOOK CO.
125 SO. FOURTH
FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK

THE CROWD ROARED at this demonstration, but it was undeniably a display of had taste and the game Spanakos was reprimanded
prior to his next bout.
In his final trio bouts with veteran David Abeyta and Nelson he
toned down considerably and showed a great deal of desire in whipping a pair of tough opponents in highly aggressive style.
Campbell truly was the class of the 132-pound field, as Ile soundly
thumped highly-touted Brian O’Shea to win the title.
In the previous Chw Palace bouts O’Shea won Impressive first round TKO’both coming In less than a combined total of two
minutes fighting time.
In the grand finale Campbell effectively shied from the Irishman’s powerful right, and outboxed his opponent in decisive fashion
to clam his ticket to Rome.
WILBERT McCLERE a Toledo. Ohio prep, was another standout in the tourney. The 136-pound champ showed that he could come
back from a knockdown and still clobber his foe.
The pride of Louisville, Ky., Cassius Clay, lived up to his advanced !
tolling by downing rugged Allen Hudson for the 178-pound title.
THE 18-VEAR-OLD high school sensation is lightning-fast and
seldom misses his mark when he ,
throws a punch, but his dazzling !
ent)
jitterbug’’ footwork is far from
necessary and will no doubt be
modifWil by Menendez.
Xhe 1960 American Olympic
boxing entries have been criticii,
by the press for not being .
strong as former U.S. aggregations, but with Menendez’ extensive ring savvy and the rrli,
team’s willingness to learn
wouldn’t he a bit surprised if
.American glovers upset the app
,.’t on many of the favorite:,
010.
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EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

$113

Students Must Silty+, ASB Card

Julian

(For)

Fourth and Julian Next

Immediate Service
Complete repairs

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

New and used
motorcycles

SAM
ARENA’S
580 S. First

to Burger Bar

Short Interview Will Be Held Covering Details
DAY: Thursday May 26

PLACE: Centennial Hall, Rm, 354

Power in a slump?

-

.1._

You II be a STAND OCT among Your
f newts with these smartly-styled
So-rote:way automatic transmission
meaty; sass rirting. Tops in maneuverability. gives up to 100 Milt% per gallon
and parka practically anywhere! Takes
free demonstration nde today.

ALSO . .

Opportunity after
$100 to $300 scholarships for 4 months work
graduation. Average college student earns $2100 during the sumHave fun while making money talking to single girls
mer
Craft.
in direct consumer marketing Vita

IT’S FUN
TO RIDE
TO
SCHOOL

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

ftri-nd, Chili,
ScOnd and Baked Potato

for college men

CV 5-1960

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

CLARK L. BRADLEY
Your Assemblyman
THERE IS
NO SUBSTITUTE
for
EXPERIENCE
Qualifications
terms in th Leijolioure
Fora’s’, San J014 City Councilman.
Former Mayor of San Jose.
Lawyer by profession.
Democratic voters will not find his
name on their June ballot. He wilt
appreciate their support in No.
’tombs,. finals.

Have Yager & Sliva give your car
their famous tune-up and restore lost power!
LUBRICATION

Rellect

CLARK L.
BRADLEY
Donald Stelling, Chairmen,
Bradley for Assembly
Committee

STARTER

COMPLETE BRAKE REPAIR

ASSEMBLYMAN

ta

2 5 Yeor,
Servin
Stuclg e

,Oy

GENERATOR WORK
ENGINE

TUNE-UP

AGER & siLvA

"THE COMPLETE

SHELL SERVICE STATION

Corner 4th and Son Fernando

Pprn9
Student
Rote,

4-SPARTAN DAILY

Korean Vets Must library Sets Hours
File June Address
Veterans attending SJS under
the Korean G.I. bill who desire to
have their May -June check forwarded to a new address should
notify the Veterans Administration in San Francisco by May 31,
according to Miss Mary Simons of
the Veterans office.
Since the check will come after
the semester is completed it would
be to the veterans advantage to
have his check forwarded by the
post office, Miss Simons said.
If he does not want his check
forwarded by the post office but
contemplates a schange of address.
he should notify the Veterans Administration by post card or letter, she said.
Veterans may sign their attendance forms for May-June between May 31 and June 10. The
May check still also include
weeks for Tone.

The SJS library will be open
from 9 a.m. to 5p.m. on Memorial
day, according to Miss Joyce Backus, college librarian.
Because the holiday occurs so
close to the final examination period, several members of the mat
have agreed to work on that (I.*
she said.

Twelve ASB positions on the
student activities board and election board will remain open until
Friday, according to ASB Pres. ,
Pat McClenahan.
Applications are available in the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth st.

Co-Rec in Finale
Tonight’, (’o-flee program. r,eapades in Aqua. will present a I
synchronized swimming group in
the women’s gym at 8, according
to Sandra Schmidt, Co-Rec chairman. It will be the final Cu-Rec
for the semester.
Regular Co-Rec activities, starting at 7:30, will include volleyball.
ping-pong. badminton and four
square; and refreshments will be
served.

10-oz. Steak Dinner
Served Daily

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c qt.
Cigarettes 22c pk.

12 to 9:30 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT

NIGHTLY

"K" Club

SAHARA OIL CO.

365

East Julian

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

2ND and WILLIAM

SPECIAL RECEPTION-Honored at a tea yesterday were refiring faculty members Fleta Williams, M.D., college physician;
Mrs. Mary D. Goff, assistant professor of psychology and Mrs.
Sarah Wilson, assistant professor of physical education. With
them is Dr. John T. Wahlguist, president of SJS. Not pictured is
Carl R. Hoffmann, professor of advertising, who also is retiring.

CHI 031E4.
Rickey’s
Inn, Palo Alto
was the scene of the sorority’s
Senior Breakfast Sunday.
Chi 0 Patsy Ross received a
bouquet of carnations and a doll
upon being elected Soph Doll.
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER
The women will h,..tid their annual Senior Dinner tonight at the
center. Entertainment will be provided by junior residents. Freshman and sophomore women will
serve the meal.

K %IPA KAPPA GAMMA
enty-three Kappa Kappa
Gamma seniurs will be honored
June 5 at the sorority’s Senior
breakfast. The event will be held
at the San Jose Golf and Country
club.

KAPP
DELTA
Saturday, senior Kappa Deltas
will be honored by the San Jose
alumni group at a brunch.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The women held their annual
Father-Daughter banquet Sunday.

from $19.50
TERMS TO NIT’ YOU

NO MONEY DOWN
WHEN IT COMES TO

WATCHES
IOU LL

DO UTTER AT . a.

Open 3fcn. & Thurs. Niglas ’Li 9
91 SO, FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
20c line weceding insertion
2 lift, minimum

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room lb. Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Last aid Found
Geld ring with 2 pearls, sac. of An’ Bldg.
Contact Marilyn Markley, CY 3-9671.
Share Retrials
Share House (4 men) rooms 520.25. CY
7-3656 452 S 9th St.
Went 2 girls to share apt, for 4. Swim.
ming pool. summer rates-CY 7-2310.
Help Wantei-tilea & Wenn
GRADUATING SENIORS - SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION. Field Enterprises Educational Corp. has openings available for
men and women teachers this summer.
full Or part time. Earn $1,000 between
now and start of your teaching career
this fall. For personal interview see Mr.
Limerick. Room 234. Placement Office.
Adm. Bldg. 1 to 4:30. Friday June 3.

rent.
2 bedroom apt.
555 S. 8th Srreet.
f,nished Apartments, I erd 2 bears rates 511 E. Peed, Cr 4.2".
apt, for summer: heated poo
ampus. $25 per student I
Itti CY 4-0121.
4:a-inmost5, Sum’,,
3-4955 ot C’

Aortas for Solo

,pring luau was held
fling at Alpine Park.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The Villa Felice, Los Gatos, was
1 the scene of the Phi Sigs’ spring
pledge dance. Outstanding pledge
I Gary Gerbrant was honored as was
outstanding athlete Jerry Choate.
Wednesday night the men and
the women of Kappa Alpha Theta
sponsored their seventh annual
Boxers’ Banquet at the American
Legion hall.
THETA XI
Denny Dehart and Kappa Kappa
Gamma Jan Johnson were chosen
king and queen of the fraternity’s
luau held recently.

People tit the carnis al, peasIf "minuet’ from l’:sge 1 t
ard in the role of the ants, soldiers and townspeople inSandra
clude James Bertholf, Linda Gadamusement park owner.
berry, Mari-lyn Henry, John HigLILIOM’S FRIEND
1
Charlayne Mattingly, Gary
George Yanok plays the part of
Liliom’s pal and Alden Peterson is ’roost, Marieanne Stevenson and
Kate Wintersteen, plus others alMiss Hole’s boy friend.
Others in the cast include Susan ready mentioned.

DELTA GAMMA
TI,,’ sorority’s traditional Seniar Breakfast was held Sunday.
Delta Gamma Wendy Bouret
ha.% been selected for membership in Spartan spears.

17:1:1G
WASH & DR

IRENE’S

while you
attend
class
9 em

5 pm

minimum time -2 hrs.

ZINKE’S ReSphaoi

er

49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

WORK OF MC
by

ART CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE

COATS

DISCOUNT
with your

SPECIALTY

I HOUR SERVICE

ASB CARD

Everything Photographic

WEBBS
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
66 South First St. - CY 3-0616

WILLOW GLEN
Lincoln Ace. - CY 4-2610

VALLEY FAIR
56 Valley Fair - CH 8.4500

W.C.Lean,Jewelers&Silversmiths
56 Years in San Jose

’71TO.

SPHERES
OF
GOLD

i

A new and exciting concept for no
.01.4. SI A 0.1

Spivey’s
GRANT RD. & EL CAMINO PEAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA

Spivey’s
r

CAMINO REAL AT 01I7OS
NTA CLARA. CAtiFnRNIA

RESTAURANTS

Ii
the
his
chi(
her

TI

Spivey’s

535 E SANTA CLARA STREET
A.. T.SE, CALIFORNIA

s

DIAMONDS
IN
ORBIT!

Spivey’s

Spivey’s

15,/o

cur

Sets are by James Thtikhy
graduate speech and drama major
lighting by Kenneth Dorst, and
ci,stumes by Ralph Fetterly.
The play is set in Budapest In
the early 20th century, and .in
chides seven scenes, including
prologue.

Rsreurenf
Navajo Lounge hien,
, Sr SAN CARLOS AT SHASTA
N JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Spivey’s

Ikt

c
DRYSHIRTS

Spartaguide

OCEAN II, WATER ,
SANTA CRUZ CALIFORNIA

VO

raiay

Lthom To Open Last Run Tonight

Fincher, Douglas Johnston, D a n
Zanvettor. Ralph Fullwood, Edwird China, Charles Latona, Clarence Morley. Patrick Shea, Gary
Hamner, Benny Shelton, Jerome
Colosimo, Robert Sherman, Carol
Rose, Diane Bacich, Patrick Dickson, Alice Hansen and Karen Main.

qtri,

Spares

1084

elected to
The’a’s were
Four positions
’royal"
as the result of
various fraternity contests. They
include: Judy Bowman, Theta Chi
Dream Girl; She
Scollan,
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi attendant; Barbara Brown, Pi Kappa
Alpha attendant; and Nancy Free,
Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of
Hearts attendant.
Newly elected historian of Black
Masque is Theta Nancy Crandall.
Theta Sally Rees won the senior
class representative’s position. Selected as Freshman Camp coun-elors were Steffi Murdock, Lynne
,:ucker and B. J. Duffy.

-00AY
Newman club
Rams for Rest
.
.,
Spartan Chi club, mee
Summer Session: Board and
blk. from center ct pm --rooms way
pus. Good mea’s. Phone CY 39599.
Rally committee, -cieting. THIS a
2 blks, to college. Nice roams for men. n Summer rates aiso auail. for fall. 491 TOMORROW
So, 7.1,,
Spartan V. oDete 1 230 Pe’:
SUMMER SESSION Make reservations
now for 6 meek summer sessions at
Spartan Oriocci, meet1ng CH I.
Wendy -Glen. $50. room only.. Call CY I
7-6751 to hold your space. Limited
bar available. Meals may be Pu’" +
’It or out.

’50 Packard 4-door, no reasonab e
refused. C 7-2945.
’51 Buick Special. Good cond. $125.
3.7705.
1957 Ford Custom 300 R&H
ing back to the MidWest. $950.
Traasportatlen Avalloble
4.9542.
Leaving 10 June for Twin Falls, Idaho. ’56 MGA E. Cond, Call CY 5-9567
CeIl CL 1-1796 after 5 p.m.
S. 14th St.
Riders share estp. East coast. Call before ’62 MG TO ex,: cord. Feb.
10 s.’,. after 10 p.m. CY 7-7630.
new tires. paint. BR 6.1697.
Riders needed. Share amp. end driving
CY73656
Carolina.
and
N.
Minnesota
to
Mlesalloaeors for Sale
evenings.
Surfboard-. The Sur,rclei- Velz,r BOV:
Hessen for Rent
9 6 . 475 E. Se, Ar’0,,O.
Furnished 2 -bedroom home in Saratoga BIKE $15. CT 7-2945.
Foothills thru summer months. UN 7- 2 month old Raleigh Neer. Perfect E
offer over 545. CY 2-3895 or CY 3-3-,
9304.
2 balm, full balk 1954 36’ tra
Apartments for Relit
Call after 530 p.m.
Apt. for 2 men. SOC. 1/2 blk, from col- Surfboard; for sale: one wood, r
lege. Ut . pd. Apt. for 4 men. $120. one foam. red and wk. splash P.
3.2244,
AN 9-3738.
Furs. 2-rm. apt. for summer. $55 up: util.
Special Services
pd. 664 S. lith Street
2 bdrrn, apt. for rent. Summer rates. Going Home??? We r s,
Heated pool. 121 North 8th Street, good used clothing, I
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES -660 turn, 1183 E. Santa Clara 17, "."
modern studios (2 students) w -w rugs. Expert typing anytime. Pickup end Del. I
drapes, elect. lit, and carports. Water CL 1-1824 or CL 8-4335.
end garb. included. 545 and 659 S. 9th. Picnics, $806-2-2000. Sorter Park
New opt bldg. 2-bcirm. comp. furn, end miles from SJS. Info, CY 7-0950._
carpeted. All elec. lit. 1/7 blk. campus. BRIDES: 100 wedding invitations. $12
sun cieck, laundry fa,. summer rates, $25 plus one in lorurious gold as a If..
per student per mo. 413 S. 7th si.. Apt. keepsake. Thank You notes free!! Hui
CY 7-3105, AL 2-9191.
3, CY 3-3022.

torney.
Qualifications are a 2.25 grade
point average and a clear academic standing.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SAE’s Dan Plumley. Bill Bailey, Bren Ferguson and Gary
Levi will travel to Evanston,
III. this summer to represent the
DELTA UPSILON
house at the annual leadership
Jerry Ackeret is the newly inschool. The five-day school will
stalled president of the DU house.
be held at Northnestern univerInstalled with him were: Marsh
sity, site of the SAE national
Ward, vice president; Bob Liljenheadquarters.
Sunday the men held their an- wall, corresponding secretary; Jim
nual Rider’s Ranch picnic spun- Edward it, recording secretary;
Fran Nicoletti, treasurer; and Bob
sorest by the Mothers’ club.
"Saba," the fraternity’s annual Stone, sergeant -at -arms.

DELTA ZETA
Recently elected to membership in Spartan Spears was Delta Zeta Nancy Poer. D.Z. Barbara Alinio recently placed first
In the Senior Ladies Pairs division at the Southern California
skating championships.

Preferred by at active men isTio Seek
I dependable sellwinding walca

Gordon Mistier, associate ;
stir of police, was honored
day by members of Pi Delta Cunt,
ga police sorority at a breakfast
at Los Gatos park.
Sorority president S rU, I ictt.ii
in’esented Professor Mistier
Articles brought to the College in token of the women’s :mil ecia-Union and not claimed within six lion for the lime :111,1 111111 10. ha,
months are up for sale. Items in- given them.
clude jackets, shirts, slacks, scarfs,
purses, books, eye glasses and
Spurs, supliumuie witinen’s service society, will be selling student
lost -and -found articles In the Outer Quad today and again tomorrow
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Student activities board needs
a recording secretary, corresponding secretary, an ASB attorney, a jewelry.
student government bulletin board
Two watches and some jewelry
, manager, an adverersing bulletin will not be sold until tomorrow,
I,,ard manager and two members ’pending possible identification of
large.
the items In iliKplity today.
$
The election board needs a student chairman, three students at
large, and an election board atWE FIX

SJS Greeks Close Out Year
With Dinners Parties Elections
SIGMA KAPPA
Junior Sigma Kappas sponsored
the sorority’s Junior-Senior breakfast last Sunday at Havenly Foods.
The women will serve as hostess "s for a faculty dinner in their
hapter house this evening.

Police Club
Professor Misner

Twelve ASB Lost Articles
Posts Open Up for Sale

Refiring Faculty

Wednesday, May 25. 1960 I

$$$$$$

Isokogeaux..

De gustibus
on est disputandum"-and, quite
literally, there’s no question about it-’when it comes to taste, Coca-Cola wins
hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,
"Have a Coke" means the same thingit’s an invitation to the most refreshing
’pause of your life. Shall we?

ing fine diamonds-strikingly distincti%,
its classic simplicity, so practical and 1i,
fect for the young and proud of heart!
Choose from our selection of one or more
Diamonds in Orbit -truly masterpieces of
creative artistry:

W.0 LVAN
eweter.3

LL N and JUNG
slrir-r 1904
First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose
BE REALLY StfRESHED

Bottled undwr authority of The CataCola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF SAN JOSE
1 555

Bayshore Highway

ehih
cern
ley.

USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN
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